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Counselling and Psychotherapy
in Kent and Harley Street
For Adults, Children, Adolescents and Families
Experience in Life and Relationships can leave anyone 
feeling stuck, wounded or confused
Therapy can be a healing process through talking, play therapy, 
sandplay and other creative approaches.
We offer an emotionally holding therapeutic experience for Children, 
Adolescents, Adults, Couples and Families, where you may engage 
in deepening your understanding of yourself, your relationships 
and your experiences in life.
Therapy provides an opportunity to heal very painful, sometimes 
traumatising experiences and relationships and to address what 
may feel like overwhelming feelings and circumstances in your 
own way and at your own pace.

Sasha Rosen, MA, UKAHPP, UKCP Colm O’Hanrahan, MBACP (Accred) Reg. 011078 
Email: AlchemyPsychotherapy@gmail.com     Tel: 07891 311 583

Contact:

07896 535634

l Deep Tissue Massage  
l Reflexology
l Indian Head Massage  
l Hot Stones Therapy                          
l Hopi Ear Candling

l Calm   l Relax   l Renew
We aim to bring balance and vitality and relaxation
to your life offering a range of holistic therapies.
Therapies can also be offered in the comfort of 
your home.

Email: deborah@karmazone.co.uk
www.karmazone.co.uk
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Welcome to YourKent Connexions

Kent Connexions is published by Designbox Studio Ltd. We would like to take this 
opportunity to welcome you to this, the 8th edition of a new look magazine. 
Kent Connexions has been a leading light across the County for over twenty years for
seekers of alternative solutions to physical, spiritual or emotional unease. 
Our intention is to inform, guide and inspire you to explore the many and varied 
alternative therapeutic options that are available in Kent today.

We would love to hear your views, ideas or discoveries and 
invite you to email us for inclusion.

Wishing you peace and good fortune, The Editor
Email: studio@kentconnexions.com
www.kentconnexions.com
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Let Peace of Mind star
t Trans

forming
your Life in a Weekend

Read more or book online: www.meditationtrust.com
or call: 01843 841010,   info@meditationtrust.com
Regular course dates and free Intro Talks across the UK
Free support and guidance for life. FREE INFO PACK

Millions of people and 650+ scientific research studies, testify
to the wide-ranging benefits of practising TM daily, including:

Authentic Transcendental Meditation
Just a few minutes sitting quietly each day brings profound rest to refresh and revitalise mind and body

Regular residential courses at
Oxon Hoath near Tonbridge

Transcendental Meditation
will help you to achieve a
quality of life better than
you could ever imagine. l Improved Sleep

l Sports Performance
l Memory, Energy, Creativity, 

Intelligence 
l Stronger Immune System 
l Self-Confidence
l Clearer Thinking
l Reduced Anxiety and 

Depression 
l Faster Reactions
l Improved Relationships

l Reduced risk of Heart 
Disease

l Reduced use of Alcohol, 
Cigarettes & Drugs 

l Relief from Migraines, 
Headaches & Asthma 

l Reduced Cholesterol
l Reversal of Ageing
l Normalisation of 

Blood Pressure
l Relief from Fatigue
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Up to50% 0FF

Standard Course Prices
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Up to50% 0FF

Standard Course Prices

Over the last few months, the Meditation
Trust (a Kent-based UK Educational Charity)
has been rolling out across Kent and into
London their new Introductory Workshop
“Mindfulness and Beyond” to Yoga classes,
Gyms, Businesses, Charities and the general
public. (WARNING: THIS KNOWLEDGE CAN
SERIOUSLY TRANSFORM YOUR LIFE)
An Interactive session (for beginners and 
experienced alike) it will broaden both 
your understanding and experience of 
Mindfulness, which when later used (in the
form of Yoga postures and Pranayama
breathing) as the perfect preparation for
Deep Meditation (‘Transcendence’) creates
the ultimate stress-elimination programme. 
This combined programme, originally 
conceived as Astanga, the ‘eight limbs’ or
‘heart’ of Yoga by Maharishi Patanjali 
thousands of years ago, is now supported by 
extensive scientific research over the last 40
years. 

This research is supported by millions of
people around the world practicing the full
programme, who testify to its wide-ranging
benefits, including: improved physical and
mental health (e.g. reductions in anxiety,
depression and heart disease, normalisation
of blood pressure and weight, improved
sleep, increased energy, creativity, 
productivity and clarity of thought) as well
as peace of mind, happiness, freedom and
ultimately the permanent experience of the
‘Zone’ (or ‘athlete’s high’) known in Yoga as
“Enlightenment”

Research has also indicated that regular
practice of even just this first stage of 
mindfulness, introduced in this workshop,

can start to result in some of these 
benefits.

In this preliminary session, a first step to
the full programme, you will: 

l Experience 3 different Mindfulness 
practices that can be used at home or at
work
And learn about:

l The real meaning of ‘stress’ – what it is, 
and how this programme reduces it – so
improving all aspects of life.

l The 3 categories of Meditation, their 
processes and different effects on the 
Brain.

l Mindfulness within its current clinical 
and popular contexts, but also its 
original context as a preparation for 
Transcendence in the first stage of 
Astanga Yoga.

l Transcendence as the ultimate stage of 
Meditation and its effect on Personal 
and professional Life.

l Living in the “Zone” (“200% of Life”) – 
the long-term benefits of the full 
programme.

About The Trust
The Meditation Trust was established as a
registered UK charity in 2000 with a 
mission to make Transcendental 
Meditation (TM) accessible and affordable
for all individuals, businesses and 
charities. Free introductory workshops with
mindfulness techniques help to spread
correct understanding of meditation and
give a starting point for a journey to health
and well-being for all. 

Mindfulness and Beyond©

Kent
CONNEXIONS
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Any income, through courses or donations,
supports the Trust’s charitable work in the
UK. This includes the Trauma Recovery 
Programme © and the Time Out Programme
© for schools: https://www.meditation-
trust.com/about-the-meditation-trust/ 

Your facilitators
Dr Gemma Beckley is a 
qualified HCPC registered 
Clinical Psychologist with
many years of experience 
working in the NHS (including
teaching mindfulness) and for

several years also a qualified independent
teacher of transcendental meditation (‘TM’)
for the Meditation Trust. During Gemma’s
career she has conducted research exploring
the effects of TM on occupational stress,
and also on anxiety, depression and 
well-being. 
She has since taught TM privately to the
general public who are often experiencing
high levels of stress with a range of physical
and mental health problems including 
anxiety, depression and insomnia. She is
also Director of Charitable Projects for the
Trust, which has involved teaching children
in care and in schools both in the UK and 
developing countries as well as being 
Clinical Lead in the Trauma Recovery 
Programme..  

Colin Beckley became an 
‘expert’ on stress (from 
personal experience!) during
his 20’s when he founded and
built up a retailing company
in East Kent. Told by his GP in

1982 that he was addicted to his 
medication (for anxiety and depression)
and would probably be on it for the rest of
his life, he learned transcendental 
meditation (TM) and, a few months later,
found himself spontaneously off the
tablets as well as alcohol and tobacco. So
impressed was he with the further results
of his own personal practice, that he went
on to complete extensive TM teacher 
training, qualifying in 1990.

After a decade teaching for Maharishi’s 
organisation, he left them when prices to
the public for TM were substantially 
increased. He founded the Meditation Trust
charity in 2000, with the aim of making TM
affordable for all, and has gone on to 
personally teach many thousands of 
people, together with Gemma also training
new teachers. 

The Meditation Trust can be contacted on
01843 841010 (9-12am and 12.30-4pm)
or info@meditationtrust.com or you can
book online at Meditationtrust.com. 

‘Mindfulness and Beyond’ workshops currently planned are as follows: (Many more will be added).
Maidstone YMCA, Melrose Close, Cripple St, Maidstone ME15 6BD                           
l Thursday 25th Jan. 1.30 - 3pm and 7.15 - 8.45 pm  
l Thursday   1st Feb. 1.30 - 3pm and 7.15 - 8.45 pm                                                                      
l Thursday  22nd Feb.1.30 - 3pm and 7.15 - 8.45 pm
Oxon Hoath Country Estate Retreat, Oxen Hoath Road, Hadlow, TN11 9SS                                   
l Saturday 24th March 5- 6.30pm 
l Saturday 21st April 5- 6.30pm                                                                                               
This workshop is part of a whole weekend event run by Oxon Hoath Please book directly with Marcy at Oxon Hoath 
Email: oh_retreats@yahoo.co.uk    Tel: 01732 811071. 
Upcoming TM courses around Kent start on the following Saturdays:                                      
l Rochester: Saturday 3rd Febuary    Saturday 24th March                                                                     
l Thanet:         Saturday 24th Febuary   Saturday 21st April                                                                     
l Folkestone:  Saturday. 2nd June Saturday14th April                                                                            
l Greenwich:  Saturday 10th Febuary Saturday 17th March  
l Pimlico:        Saturday 20th January  



– SPECIAL EVENT, 
FLEDGLINGS EVENING

Saturday 14th April

8:00pm - 10:00pm.  Madginford Hall,
Egremont Road (behind the row of shops),
Bearsted, Maidstone, Kent. ME15 8LH 

Plenty of parking right outside.

Come and give your support to our upcoming/
future MEDIUMS as they take to the stage to
give a demonstration. They have been working
very hard at our monthly psychic and spiritual 

development mornings, attending workshops, etc.,
to develop their mediumstic abilities, so do come

along to add your encouragement.

Entrance is just £3 and includes free tea/
coffee and biscuits and the chance of being
one of the audience to receive a reading.

W: www.msdc.org.uk     
E: msdc@msdc.org.uk     

P: 07925 998065/01634 386472

Maidstone Spiritual Development Centre

Relax Rejuvenate
Repair

Tel: 07789 985627
Email: sarahr-r-r@outlook.com 
www.relax-rejuvenate-repair.co.uk  

Bredhurst village hall, Hurstwood Rd, 
Bredhurst. ME7 3JZ.

Meetings first Wed of each month.  
7 - 10pm. 
3rd Jan - Trance medium Elaine Thorpe. 
7th Feb - Marion Fensome & Christine 

Rowe. 
7th March - Tracy Edwards. 
4th April - Jacqueline Hill.

Also offered psychic
mediumship readings.
Usui Reiki healing &
courses up to teacher
level & others. 
Workshops.

For more information: 
www.divinesparkhealingcentre.co.uk   
Or tel: 07502 161279 / 07824 998344

Divine Spark Spiritual Centre

If you would like to 
advertise in 

Kent Connexions 
Magazine or our Website

please contact:
01622 757111

Sarah Jane Fitzgerald MAR, Registered 
Complimentary Therapist offers a personalised 
holistic approach to assist you in gaining good
health and vitality.

Therapies available include:
l Reflexology l Aromareflex
l Reflexology Lymph Drainage 
l Holistic Massage l Myofascial Release 
l Indian Head Massage l Angelic Reiki 
l Meditation

Treatment rooms in Central Maidstone 
and West Malling.
Home visits made across Kent. 

Contact me for more details:
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Can you remember your first New Year 
Resolution? What about Your New Year's
Resolutions for 2017? Did you succeed in
achieving your Goals? Did you make your
target goal specific and measurable?  Or did
you give yourself an aim which it would 
be hard to track or measure, such as being
kinder or becoming more attractive?  Did
you set out to achieve a new years resolution
that would be hard for you to accomplish?

I would like to suggest that you start 2018
with a challenge or goal that you are clear is
achievable and which you are willing to 
succeed in.

New Year is a wonderful time when we can
see the possibility of bringing change into
our lives. The first of January gives us that
promise of starting 2018 with a fresh 
start - a  new energy. Hope and Faith are
powerful energies which can allow us to
bring about genuine growth and positive
change into our lives. 

Choose a day before the First of January to
reflect upon your life in 2017. Recognise
your achievements, examine areas of your
life where you might like to implement
change. Reflect on any special 
achievements or accomplishments which
2017 has brought, and allow yourself to
feel some gratitude, then ask yourself what
new energies or commitments you would
like to introduce into your schedule?

When you set out your specific goals for
2018 give yourself a goal which you will
achieve within the month of January and
plan a treat which you will give yourself
when you achieve your goal. Set yourself up

to WIN.  Build your ability to succeed.

Make some notes about the area you
would like to improve. Let's imagine it's
your relationships....Write the names of
your main people and write a list of the
best things about those people in your life
that you most appreciate. 

Make a decision to spend less time 
worrying about the difficulties in the 
relationships. Give yourself five positive
missions - one for each one of your main
relationships.

You might decide to cook a special meal for
your husband or take your child to Wild
Wood or Dreamland for a treat. Give 
yourself missions or activities you will
enjoy with that person.

Make a decision that next time one of the
people you most care about makes a scene
or is stubborn and difficult....You count to
10 before you answer and ask yourself
"Does it matter?" If it does matter and you
need to make a stand, breathe in and send
love to yourself and the person in 
question...and then breathe out and relax a
moment, and think what would my higher
power advise me to do in this situation?
Sometimes the best thing to do is nothing
....until you know the right thing to do. 

Sometimes the best answer to a difficult
question is to say nothing....until you know
the right thing to say... 

Happy New Year! 

Miranda Jane Dunn 

2018 - Time for change
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B-Ji
Kundalini Yoga

Mondays from 6:00pm–7:30pm
Tuesdays from 9:15am–10:45am
Tuesdays from 7:30pm–9:00pm
Wednesdays from 7:30pm–9:00pm

07932 574941 – bettina@b-ji-kundalini.com
www.b-ji-kundalini.com                 B-Ji Kundalini Yoga

Kundalini 

Yoga is for 

Everyone

at  17 Military Road, Ramsgate CT11 9LG

B-Ji
Kundalini Yoga

Mondays from 6:00pm–7:30pm
Tuesdays from 9:15am–10:45am
Tuesdays from 7:30pm–9:00pm
Wednesdays from 7:30pm–9:00pm

Kund
alini

 

Yoga
 is fo

r

Ever
yone

❣

B-Ji
Kundalini Yoga

Mondays from 6:00pm–7:30pm
Tuesdays from 9:15am–10:45am
Tuesdays from 7:30pm–9:00pm
Wednesdays from 7:30pm–9:00pm

07932 574941 – bettina@b-ji-kundalini.com
www.b-ji-kundalini.com                 B-Ji Kundalini Yoga

Kundalini 

Yoga is for 

Everyone

at  17 Military Road, Ramsgate CT11 9LG
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Miranda of Margate

Palmist
l Tasseomancy l Crystal Ball 

l Runes & Cards 
£15 Short Reading £25 Long Reading

www.macalevy-magic.co.uk
email: MacalevyMagic@gmail.com

01843 449474
07550 077273
by appointment only

&
&

The Beach Hut
Fort Road Yard, Margate CT9 1HF 

www.jungpraxis.co.uk
01732 369565 / 
07973 265682

Become the person 
you are meant to be

l Dream Analysis
l Sandplay

David Genty 
M.A. CGJI Zurich trained

Jungian Psychotherapy
Can be helpful for:
l relaxation l emotional wellbeing 
l de-stressing l better sleep 
l relief from pain l tension l anxiety 

Sound Therapy can promote healing through
Drum Therapy, Drum Journey, Drum Massage
and Holistic Voice Therapy

For regular workshops and private sessions
please contact Naomy or visit my website.

Sound Therapy

Tel: 01227 741802 / 07955 950223
www.sacredvoicehealingdrum.co.uk

Kent
CONNEXIONS



To book please contact: 
Angela 07971 653 976

Email: info@anotherjourneybegins.com    
www.anotherjourneybegins.com8 l  Email: studio@kentconnexions.com  l  Tel: 01622 757111  l  www.kentconnexions.com

The Law of Attraction (LOA) is as much a
law of the Universe as Gravity. We are 
affected by the Law all day, every day and
one of the major stumbling blocks to
achieving a life of joy is ignorance of how
this powerful law works. 

Put quite simply LOA states that ‘like 
attracts like’. You are a powerful magnet 
attracting experiences by the vibratory 
nature of your thoughts and feelings. You
get what you think and feel about whether
that is consciously or subconsciously. By
this, I mean not just your conscious goals
and intentions but also the deeply 
ingrained belief programs that form the
foundation of who you really are. 

So if you want to start 2018 off with a
bang and create the life that you have 
always dreamt of then the LOA is the way
to do it. It basically has 3 stages:

1. You ask – You are asking in a multitude 
of ways just by being alive and active. 
You ask both consciously with direct 
focus, setting intentions and goals but 
also on a subconscious level with your 
personal vibration. 

2. It is given – This is the universe’s job 
and anything that you ask for is given 
immediately.

3. You must allow – This is the hardest part
because you must be in a matching 
vibrational state to the thing that you are
requesting. For example, if you are 

mainly tuned into anger, asking and 
visualizing for happiness will never net 
you the ‘thing’ that you want to bring you
joy. In this instance, you will be most 
likely to attract lots of things that make 
you angry including the fact that the 
happiness has not turned up yet!

Therefore once we understand these stages
we must then pay attention to and focus on
our desires as energy always follows 
attention. Perhaps when you have been
pregnant, what is it that you start to see all
around you? Babies and other pregnant
women! Or if you have been thinking about
getting a new type of car, you will see it
everywhere. These are the signs that your
mind is starting to filter for your desires.
Signposts that you are on your way if you
like.

Now let us quickly run through some of the
tools that aid in manifestation of those 
desires.

Visualisation, affirmations and meditation
are three of the most powerful tools as you
are giving clear, focused attention to your
goal. 

Firstly, affirmations are not airy fairy rote
phrases or wishful thinking.  An affirmation
is a phrase that is powerful, positive and
present tense such as’ I am a winner’. The
repetition of an affirmation is the 

Creating the new life that
you desire for 2018. 
The Law of Attraction 



To book please contact: 
Angela 07971 653 976

Email: info@anotherjourneybegins.com    
www.anotherjourneybegins.com

MindfulYoga
Small, friendly, adult classes and 1:1s for all in Westgate 
on Sea, Kent.  No competitions, no striving/straining, 
just an opportunity to stretch, breathe and relax.

MindfulYoga
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propellant that takes you forward on the
new journey. It is a powerful way to 
program the mind or to create a new 
pathway in the brain.  A belief is a thought
that you keep thinking and thus to keep
thinking the new positive thought ensures
that it becomes your new belief, your new
truth, which will be reinforced by your 
reality! Continually visualising your goal,
particularly when the mind is clear and 
focused in Meditation, is the creative 
energy boost needed for the manifestation.
So why doesn’t my manifestation 
sometimes appear?

There is a saying that the Universe always
answers prayers in one of three ways:
‘Yes’, ‘not yet’ or ‘I’ve got something better
planned!’

It is important to have faith and that 
includes faith even if - for reasons that
we do not immediately understand - our
hearts’ desire fails to manifest how and
when that we think it should.

If you would like to find out more about
LOA the next workshop in Bromley is on:
Saturday 10.02.18. For more details see
www.positivelyjoyous.com

Adapted from Tour the Core-The Pathway
to a Positively Joyous Life is now available
on Amazon. 

Free videos available on my You Tube
channel Positively Joyous.

By Theresa Borg BA (hons) DHP DCH GQHR
MPLTA

Kent
CONNEXIONS
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Clinic of biological & 
complementary medicine

Betty Clarke CI.Hom. BFD Dip.

I n s I d E  O U t  H E A l t H C A R E  C l I n I C

l Diagnostic Testing l Allergy l Intolerance & Phenolics Testing
l Homotoxicology l Clinical & Complex Homeopathy

l Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
l Virus, Bacteria
l Parasites & Fungal Conditions
l Respiratory & Breathing Disorders 
l Cystic Fibrosis
l Rhinitis, Hypertension 
l Circulation Disorders
l Arthritis, Rheumatism
l Skin Problems

l Fibromyalgia
l ME, Lymes & Lupus 
l Glandular Fever, Tiredness
l Colitis, IBS
l Endometriosis, Miscarriage
l Kidney & Urinary Problems
l Prostatitis
l Gum & Eye Disease
l And Much More!

Every health condition has a root cause! 
We treat the cause not just the symptom!

By appointment only: 01732 810613   
Email: bettyclarke@btconnect.com
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It’s that time of the year
again!  Summer has faded,
Autumn can barely be felt as
Winter begins to proclaim
her presence again.
So what’s the secret for keeping good health
throughout the winter without locking ourselves
up in a self made prison for health security?
Here are a few tips to help you get through the
winter blues as healthy and happy as possible!

Eat Vitamin Rich Foods -  Eat properly, 
especially fruits and vegetables. The vitamins
and minerals found in many of the fruits and 
vegetables help your immune system fight the
‘bugs’ that are so common.  It is already known
that what and when you eat plays an important
role in managing your mood and energy.  If you
can, avoid refined and processed foods (like
white breads, rice, and sugar). These foods are
not only devoid of the nutrients your body
craves, but they zap your energy levels and can
affect your mood—causing depression, lack of
concentration, and mood swings.  Try to 
incorporate more complex carbohydrates (whole
wheat breads, brown rice, veggies, fruit) and get
your daily 8 cups of water. These healthy foods
provide your body (and mind) with nutrients, and
stabilize your blood sugar and your energy levels.

Continue to Move & Exercise -  The body,
like any machine  works best when it is used 
regularly, has routine maintenance as well as
having a quality energy source (food).  Although
the winter months tend to create a desire to 
become lethargic, it is even more important to
stay mobile and limber during these months. The
actual effect of a rigorous workout can last for
several hours after the practice ends. You’ll have

more energy throughout the day, and your 
metabolism will stay elevated too. Exercise also
helps your mind by releasing those "feel good
chemicals" that improve your mood.

Heating the Body up with Breath
Oxygen is life and once you learn how to control
your breathing, it becomes easier to use it for
specific areas of life.  In this case we want to find
a breathing exercise that will help heat the body
from the inside – out!  These techniques have
been used by Soviet Soldiers and Yogi’s alike!  
According to Tirumalai Krishnamacharya, who
taught the creators of Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga,
Iyengar Yoga and others, Ujjayi Pranayama is a
balancing and calming breath which increases
oxygenation and builds internal body heat.  

Get Plenty of Rest & Relaxation – There is
no better way to fight winter colds than through
allowing the body to rest properly!   Most people
are busy!   Whether through work, classes, 
family, friends, appointments, meetings—even if
you enjoy being busy, everyone needs some time
off.  Don’t be afraid to say "No" and try to spend
a few minutes each day doing nothing! Read a
book or magazine, sleep in on the weekend, go to
bed early, try some meditations, or take a yoga
class. Relaxation, especially in the form of yoga,
can alleviate stress and leave you with a calm
energy. The time you take off for rest will benefit
you in ways that cannot be measured in pounds
and pence.

This Winter - As you prepare for cold 
temperatures, grey skies, and less enthusiasm
than you normally have try to remember this is
just part of the “ebb and flow” of our life cycle.
Take an active role in creating the changes you
want and building the life you want in the now
and for the coming warmer months. Just a few
adjustments in your daily life can make a huge
impact in your overall winter health, leading into
the spring wealth and vibrancy! 

Winter Health & Wellness
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Gifts and
Events for the

Mind, Body
and Spirit

l Crystals l Incense l Deity statues l Candles and more
l Tarot Readings l Angel/Goddess Readings l Reiki l Massage

l Room available for hire
43a St Peters Street, Canterbury CT1 2BG
www.puremagik.co.ukTel:    01227 780000

We can create anything that you want or need 
and will make sure that your brand identity and 
message make you stand out from the competition.

Maintaining the highest standards of creativity 
and quality - and always at affordable prices.

For all your
publicity...

More than you 
imagined for less    
than you thought

IDEASLeaflets

Point of Sale
Newsletters

Brochures
graphicsPhotographyCr

ea
tiv

e

INTERNET

de
ve

lop
m

en
t

artprinting
DESIGN

Please take a peek at our portfolio for a 
snapshot of what we can do, or get in touch
to discuss your specific needs. 
www.designbox.org.uk

Tel: 01622 757111 
Email: info@designbox.org.uk
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Genome mapping your genetic health strengths and health risks
23andMe and Ancestry data interpreted with full report, personalised 
recommendations and follow-up consultation.

Start the New Year by finding your Genetic Archetype:
Are you a Hunter, Gatherer, Teacher, Explorer, Warrior or Nomad?

All blood group and subgroup tests, breath hydrogen, bioimpedance analysis
and follow-up consultation included.

Have a health concern and want a full blood panel:
Get full functional blood testing carried out with our comprehensive laboratory
blood tests. A functional diagnostic report looks at conventional laboratory 
markers and functional diagnostic ranges, including vitamin and hormone levels.

Need your blood drawn for a test for another practitioner?
We offer private phlebotomy services by appointment.

Greenfields

Central 
Canterbury 
location, 
convenient 
parking.

Put your mind at rest with

greenfields

Greenfields
37 Northgate, The King’s Mile, Canterbury, CT1 1BL

Our fully qualified team offers naturopathy,
acupuncture, osteopathy, Chinese herbal
medicine and oxygen therapy:

Telephone (Reception):
01227 454 848 Mon-Fri 9-5

Website:
www.greenfieldsclinic.co.uk 

Appointments: 
https://book.orchestra.one/greenfieldsclinic

Email for urgent messages: 
support@greenfieldsclinic.co.uk 

Jacqueline Greenfield
NMD OMD, Naturopathic
Doctor (Arizona, USA)

Tom Greenfield
ND DO, registered
Naturopath and 
Osteopath

l  Email: studio@kentconnexions.com  l  Tel: 01622 757111  l  www.kentconnexions.com
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Who is the Inner
Child?
The inner child is the creative, 
spontaneous, loving, trusting, confident
and spiritual part of us that may have been
‘lost’ or learned to ‘hide’ earlier in life due
to feelings of fear and shame stemming
from experiences of trauma and betrayal. 

This may have been due to abuse, 
mistreatment, or misunderstanding in
childhood. 

As adults, we can return to childhood 
memories and ‘retrieve’ and heal that lost
or hidden part of us to bring creativity,
spontaneity, love, trust, confidence and
deep spirituality back into our lives.

Why do we need
Inner Child Healing?
As we gradually move through childhood
into adulthood, we face many 
disappointments in other people and 
ourselves. Unless our feelings about these
disappointments are acknowledged and
validated, we unconsciously hold onto
them and they inform our present approach
to the world and to ourselves.

As I work with clients as a therapist, I see
them express sadness or anger about some
present disappointment, and then I hear
them attack themselves, dismissing their
own feelings, minimising their own 
problems in relation to those of others, or
rationalising how others are mistreating
them. They are not compassionate with
themselves as they might be with a good
friend. 

Inner Child Healing
Inner Child Healing is a deep and profound psychotherapeutic 
healing experience. It goes to the source of the problem and cuts
through much of the intellectual chatter which prevents us from 
living our dreams. We connect and heal the inner child in order to
become whole and feel joyful and loving. Inner child healing is 
generally done through a combination of traditional talk therapy,
guided meditation, and heart centred hypnotherapy and breath
work. Inner child healing has roots in Jungian therapy as well as 
addiction recovery work, but is useful for many problems.
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Take control
of your life!
Tailor made therapy solutions to help you to
get to the root cause of your emotional or 
psychological distress to resolve it. 
Anxiety, anger management, stopping smoking,
relationship difficulties, weight management,
phobias, amongst many others can be 
addressed with this calm, relaxing and 
transformational therapy.

Contact Artemis Hypnotherapy 
for a one to one 
consultation to 
release, rebalance 
and resolve your 
issues. 

l  Email: studio@kentconnexions.com  l  Tel: 01622 757111  l  www.kentconnexions.com
info@artemishypnotherapy.com

www.artemishypnotherapy.com   Ann Hamilton: 07510222827 15

Clients may be blocked in their 
relationships or their life path and the loss
or wounding of this child part is the reason.
Healing the inner child part can lead to 
profound changes in attitude and actual
transformational life changes.

How does Inner
Child Healing work?
I usually trace back with clients the source
of the feelings they are experiencing now.
Many times they release grief and 
resentment from many years in the past…
as if they were happening now. As a result
they find themselves finally free of the 
burden of carrying these old feelings.
It takes some intensive work to help clients

to let go of mistaken beliefs and self-
attacking behaviours, but it is possible, and
clients report long standing depression and
anxiety as well as physical symptoms 
resolving after doing the work in therapy.
As we let go of mistaken beliefs about 
ourselves, we can begin to love ourselves,
and especially the naïve and trusting child
part of us who was once hurt and wounded.
As we heal, we can then also begin to love
others more deeply. Clients who do this
work suddenly find themselves reassessing
relationships with partners and with 
significant others, being able to be closer
and more caring...especially to themselves.

Ann Hamilton. MA. BSc. DAHP. GHR. CNHC. Dip
EMDR. EFT. MIACHT.UKRF
Analytical Hypnotherapy & Psychotherapy.
Discover more at:
www.artemishypnotherapy.com

Kent
CONNEXIONS
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As we start another year many of us will
have made New Year’s resolutions; to stop
smoking, lose weight, get fit or some other
change. We make these New Year’s 
resolutions with the best of intentions, but
the vast majority of these will fall by the
wayside within a few weeks, if not days. For
some people this will be because the goal is
unrealistic or unachievable but for most it
will be simply because we lack the discipline
or motivation to see them through.

So what does it take to break that habit 
or make that change? Well, sheer 
determination and solid motivation is a
good start, but we also need to believe that
we can make the change, and our identity
needs to reflect that too. 

For instance if you believe that ‘giving up
smoking is the hardest thing to do’ or ‘I’ll
never be able to lose weight’ then quite
simply, you won’t.

And if you identify yourself as a smoker
(‘I’m a smoker’), or as overweight (I’m 
overweight’), then that identity and the 
associated beliefs will be set in your 
subconscious mind, where all memories
and beliefs are held, and though your 
conscious mind wants to stop smoking, lose
weight etc., your subconscious mind will
continue the behaviour because it thinks it’s
what you are. 

Furthermore, your subconscious mind’s
prime directive is to keep you safe and
healthy, so if it’s allowing you to smoke or
overeat it’s because it thinks you are 
getting some kind of gain, like comfort 
(eating) or stress relief (smoking).

No wonder so many people fail to keep to
their resolutions! So how do you keep to

your resolution and make the changes you
want?

When it comes to making change in your
subconscious mind, hypnotherapy is the 
answer. This is because in hypnosis we can
bypass your conscious mind and speak 
directly to your subconscious mind and
make the required changes. Using positive
suggestions and using numerous other 
techniques, we can change the way you see
yourself, change the way you feel about the
thing you want to stop and we can get
agreement from the subconscious mind to
find an alternative habit that gives you the
same benefit with the negative effects.

So if you want to make lasting change this
year but are finding it hard, seek out a 
hypnotherapist and find out how we can
help, it’s easier than you think!

New Year’s Resolutions
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Witherdens Hall Organic Spa Retreat is the
perfect place to stay to kick start the New
Year with a fresh and positive approach. 

It is not your typical hotel or B&B.  
Witherdens Hall is a wonderful sanctuary
that Louise Chester, founder of 
Mindfulness At Work Ltd, and her husband
Craig have created and love to share with
those who will enjoy being in such a 
beautiful, peaceful and tranquil space.  

A stay at Witherdens Hall enables you to
create your own unique & bespoke retreat
whilst staying in their luxurious Retreat
Cottage or Suite.  There are a number of
highly recommended therapists who come
to Witherdens Hall offering a wide range of
superb treatments.  You can also relax and
unwind in the cosy but perfectly formed
Chillspace MiniSpa with Far Infrared
sauna, stream cabinet and massage chair. 

To really kick-start your positive approach
this New Year why not focus on trying to
overcome what might be holding you back.
Witherdens Hall offers a variety of very 
accomplished coaches, experienced in a
number of disciplines, who work with their
guests to achieve this very goal.  

Perhaps a positive approach requires a
greater presence in the moment?  
Mindfulness is at the core of all that they
do at Witherdens Hall and this is reflected
in the wonderful mindfulness coaches that
come to coach their guests.

Perhaps some nurturing `me-time’ or 
`us-time` is just what you need?  A wide

range of massage treatments are available
as well as acupuncture, reflexology, yoga,
reiki, Native American healing, natural juice
therapy, gong and sound therapy and their
very own signature facials.  There really is
something for everyone.

If you just need time-out, picturesque walks
start from the front gate as well as amazing
walks along the historic coast line only a
short drive away.  Visit the beautiful city of
Canterbury with its stunning cathedral, the
medieval town of Sandwich, Dover Castle
and the Turner Contemporary art gallery, to
name just a few, all on the doorstep.

Louise and Craig always strive to ensure
that all their guests leave Witherdens Hall
feeling relaxed and rejuvenated.  Why not
book a bespoke retreat and see for yourself
and start the New Year as you mean to go
on?

The beautiful Workspace echoes the unique
and tranquil space that is Witherdens Hall
and is available to hire having been 
especially designed for people to host their
own workshops, courses, retreats or 
business events.  This light and airy 
workspace exudes an absolute sense of
calm and encourages an open and relaxed
state of mind conducive to learning, 
exploring opportunities and developing
one's potential. 

For further information contact Marietta
on 01227 720543 or 
info@witherdenshall.co.uk or visit our 
website www.witherdenshall.co.uk

Kick-Start 2018 with a positive 
approach



Discover your inner
balance & serenity
Reflexology, Reiki, Massage,
Mindfulness Training
l Friendly, professional service
l Competitive prices
l Therapy centre OR home/workplace
l Individual treatments or groups/parties
l Reiki attunements and workshops
l Award winning organic skincare by Botanicals
l Gift vouchers
l Loyalty scheme/offers

We are looking for new premises can you help, please call 07543 556101

Angel Healings/Angel
Card Readings In A 

Sacred Space

By Phone or Internet
Email: bluehue77@gmail.com

www.shamira.co.uk
Tel: 07722 393359

Nadia McArthur MAR MGHT 
Reiki Master

l Thanet l Canterbury l Sandwich
Call: 07543 556101

nadia@soulpampertreatments.co.uk
www.soulpampertreatments.co.uk
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Accredited Training in
Clinical Hypnotherapy

with
The Kent College of 

Hypnotherapy

Diploma in Clinical Hypnotherapy
Accredited by the Hypnotherapy Association
also training courses in
NLP, CBT, Life Coaching, Past Life Regression.

Come and sit in on a Taster day.
Training is with 10 or less students
in an informal atmosphere.

Therapist in a different field?
Add on training available
Venue: Near Maidstone, Kent.  

Telephone:  01732 846374
email: patwhitson@uwclub.net
www.kentcollegeofhypnotherapy.co.uk
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If you are interested in stocking Kent Connexions it would be greatly appreciated.
Please contact us on 01622 757111 or email: studio@kentconnexions.com
Kent Connexions and / or individual contributors. All rights reserved.  No part of this publication, whether words or 
pictures, may be reproduced in any way or form without written permission of the editors.

The inclusion of any advertisement  or article does not constitute a recommendation, and does not  necessarily 
reflect the views and interests of the editors, who reserve the right to refuse any material. We would advise that 
readers should satisfy themselves of the integrity of any practitioner  or advertiser when making contact with them.

Whilst we take care in producing this publication, Kent Connexions cannot accept responsibility for any errors or 
omissions.
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Diary Dates
Barbara Hussong
Mindfulness - Stress Reduction through Awareness. 8-week course in small groups on
Wednesday evenings; training in being present from moment-to-moment; recognising and
stepping out of automatic patterns and learning how to cope better with stress, anxiety,
long-term illness or pain. Regular home practice supported by CDs and workbook is 
essential. Individual face-to-face and distance learning also possible. 
Contact: Barbara Hussong on 01622 670587 and at  www.barbarahussong.co.uk  
Venue: Maidstone       Fee: From £250.00 (some concs.)

Shamanics Workshops – Various Days An introduction to Shamanics and how to apply it
to all aspects of everyday life. The workshops will include the opportunity to experience
Shamanic journeys and how to use them to receive answers to personal questions you may
have about your everyday life. This will include connecting with your own personal 
allies, drumming, rattling, working with crystals and the gentle resolution of Ancestral 
issues.  Private consultations available by appointment.
Dates and Venues to be confirmed. Also available - working with crystals workshops
Contact details Andrew Sage 07706774005 or Email: andrewsage@live.co.uk

Caer Corhrain Shamanic Development Centre
The centre is based on marshland on the Isle of Sheppey where there are regular 
sweatlodges and drum circles. There are a variety of advanced and beginners Shamanic
workshops also drum birthing and residential courses. There are also men's and woman's
groups held regularly. For more information and dates of events please visit our website.
Contact Details  - Lynn Gosney  01795874542   Email: lynn.gosney@hotmail.com
www.touchtheearthuk.com

Sylvan Grove – Tree Shamanism & Dryad Consciousness, School of LiveWood Healing
Our little centre is in a secluded place in Rainham, Kent with many native trees in the
grounds. Dusty Miller XIV. comes from a long line of Tree Shamans (Dusty) from before the
celts invaded England. We offer workshops about forming a deeper connection to tree 
spirits (dryads) and working with Dryads as magickal partners. Claudia Miller runs a
monthly Drum Group, a Red Tent for Women and Sound Mindfulness Evenings. 
Offers introductions to Shamanic Practice; Drum Birthing Workshops; Inner Goddess work
and Womb Healing Seminars. Munay Ki Rites
Contact: Claudia Miller, MCThA, ITEC  Tel:  01634 261150 
Email: moonflower65@btinternet.com 
Please visit our website: www.livewood-lebensholz.weebly.com 
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KENT COLLEGE OF HYPNOTHERAPY

Cognitive Behavioural Training 
Commencing 18th January 2018, 5 sessions 

3 Day Hypnotherapy Foundation Course
Tuesday 16th, 23rd, 30th January 2018
Thursday 22nd February, 1st, 8th  March 2108

Venue:  26 Ewell Avenue, West Malling, Kent ME19 6NN
Organised by the Kent College of Hypnotherapy. Open to all those who are interested in
learning about CBT and is non-accredited.  You will receive a certificate from the Kent 
College of Hypnotherapy.  If you are a counsellor, therapist or hypnotherapist then this can
be used as an Add-on or a CPD  to your existing training and you will receive a Diploma 
describing your training and showing that you have completed 20 hours.
Tel: 01732 846374    Email: patwhitson@uwclub.net
www.kentcollegeofhypnotherapy.co.uk

Saturday 10th February 2018, Saturday 7th April 2018
Psychic Fayre 

Aura Photography, Mediumship, Psychic & Tarot Readings, Angel Card Readings, Tree of Life 
Readings, Reflexology + A variety of stalls, including one of the biggest Crystal stalls in Kent + 
Refreshments + Disabled facilities
Venue: Wainscott Memorial Hall, Holly Road, Wainscott, Nr. Strood Kent ME2 4LG
Time: 12pm-5pm Entrance fee: £3 Contact: May 01634 727986

Saturday 10th February 2018  9.30am -1pm
Law of Attraction Workshop 
Create the life that you desire ror 2018. Fun, informal workshop by experienced teacher. 
Bromley
£44.00
See: www.positivelyjoyous.com for details or Email: Borgter@gmail.com

Diary Dates



Analytical Hypnotherapy & Psychotherapy

ARTEMIS HYPNOTHERAPY
Ann Hamilton: MA, BSc Hons, DAHP, GHR, CNHC, Dip EMDR, EFT (Advanced), MAAMET, MIACHT, UKRF.
Analytical Hypnotherapy & Psychotherapy. Helps you to get to the root cause of your 
emotional or psychological distress. Release, rebalance and resolve your issues so that you can get on
with your life. Based in Whitstable, also available in Canterbury & London. Specialisms: Past Life 
Regression Therapy, EMDR, Hypnobirthing.
Email: info@artemishypnotherapy.com  / www.info@artemishypnotherapy.com /07510222827

Aura Imprint Reading

Theresa Borg BA (Hons) DHP DCH GQHR MPLTA
Aura Imprint reading in Bromley. Access clues to the root of any deep mental or physical health 
issues. See what the karmic, past life or current day issues are that keep you being unable to move 
forward, being lost or unworthy. Includes past life reading/healing.
Tel: 07817217085  
www.auricreading.co.uk

Counselling and Psychotherap

Barbara Hussong, MSc,, Dip. Biodynamic  Psychotherapy, MLSBP,ABMT, UKCP reg.
Biodynamic Psychotherapy and Body Work. Depression, anxiety, lack of energy, psychosomatic 
problems, personal and spiritual growth. Mindfulness courses for stress reduction and other 
difficulties.
Maidstone. www.barbarahussong.co.uk  -  Tel: 01622 670587

Graham Davies at Number 11, Diploma in Advanced Counselling.
Counselling provides support in a safe, confidential space, to help you to look at and understand
changes and challenges you may be facing in your life. We will consider how you see your world and
your place in it, through your past experiences, beliefs and ideas; and how you can recognise and let
go of those that no longer serve you.
11 Mickleburgh Hill, Herne Bay. CT6 6AA
Email: dimensions@btinternet.com  www.number11therapycentre.co.uk  Tel: 01227 360294
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Crystal Therapy

Tania Waller, MCThA, Crystal Therapist
Chakras are invisible energy centres linked to the 7 main endocrine glands of the body. If a chakra is 
out of balance we may feel unwell. Nature’s gemstones such as amethyst, quartz and agates colour
match to your chakras and may return your sense of harmony and well-being.
Appointments in Swanley, Kent  -  www.taniawaller.co.uk  -  Tel: 07760 252494

Healing

Graham Davies at Number 11. Practising Healer Member of The International Healing Fellowship.
Healing assists the body’s natural self-healing system, and aids the body to smooth out any physical,
mental/emotional and spiritual problems to help get the person, or animal, back on track. More than
400 clinical studies have taken place into healing, and you can read the details of the results of some
of these on my website. I also offer Meditation, Guidance, Counselling, and Indian Head Massage.
11 Mickleburgh Hill, Herne Bay. CT6 6AA
Email: dimensions@btinternet.com  
www.number11therapycentre.co.uk   -  Tel: 01227 360294

Hopi Ear Candling (Thermo-Auricular Therapy)

Tania Waller,  MCThA, TATh Registered
A gentle therapy which may benefit upper body problems such as breathing, headaches, sinus 
problems, allergies, excess wax, noises in the ear, snoring, may improve balance etc.  Relax as the 
candle creates a calming, soothing atmosphere with rest period to respond to treatment.
Appointments at Swanley, Kent   -  www.taniawaller.co.uk   -  Tel: 07760 252494

Hypnotherapy

Positively Joyous Clinical Hypnotherapy/ Life coaching in Bromley.
Theresa Borg BA (Hons) DHP DCH GQHR MPLTA
Professional service by an experienced therapist of 10 years. Specialities include anxiety, quit 
smoking, weight loss, fears, phobias and confidence. Past life regression specialist. 
Psychology and Mindfulness Meditation teacher and Reiki healer. Classes and retreats available. 
www.positivelyjoyous.com -  Tel: 07817217085  -   Email: Borgter@gmail.com

Geoff Hart Act4life Hypnotherapy  based in Loose Maidstone, Clinical Hypnotherapy, Life and 
Business Coaching and N.L.P.
* Weight loss *Anxiety and Stress *Fears and Phobia's *Confidence and Self esteem * Habits and 
Behaviours *Sleep issues * Relationships * Work life balance
Free telephone consultation- 01622 747575 / 07950 512453
Testimonials www.act4life.co.uk  -  Email geoff@act4life.co.uk

Kent
CONNEXIONS
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Indian Head Massage

Tania Waller, MCThA, Cert ITEC IHM    
Working the upper back, neck, shoulders, arms releases stress and tension.
Head/scalp massage soothes and calms the mind and emotions.  
Face and ears clear the senses with stilling, calming movements at the end.
May lead to improved concentration, energy and efficiency.
Appointments in Swanley, Kent  -  www.taniawaller.co.uk   -  Tel: 07760 252494

Massage and Bodywork

Barbara Hussong, MSc, ABMT, Dip. Biodynamic Massage & Psychotherapy, UKCP reg. Biodynamic
& Therapeutic Massage, Reiki Healing fort stress and tension relief, restoring energy levels, deep
relaxation and well being.
Maidstone. www.barbarahussong.co.uk  -  Tel: 01622 670587

Jasmine French MGBT Mobile Therapist.Thai oil massage, Head massage, Reiki.
Thai oil massage is a branch of traditional Thai medicine, using soothing movements, acupressure
points and energy lines, boosts immune system, releases tension as well as mental/emotional
blocks. Starts at the feet and finishes at head using massage and Reiki techniques for a blissful,
healing experience. Can travel within North/mid Kent/Greater London areas.
Tel 07402915897  -  Email green.earth.healing@gmail.com
www.greenwitchhealing.weebly.com  
Facebook: Hedge witch blessings.

Metamorphic Technique

Tania Waller. Reg. Metamorphic Technique Practitioner
Need to move on but not sure how? Using a light touch on feet/hands/head MT releases blockages 
created whilst in the womb where we first experience emotion. Beneficial during career changes, 
house moves, divorce, grief.
Also for pregnant women, and children with learning difficulties.
Appointments at Swanley, Kent  -  www.taniawaller.co.uk  -  Tel: 07760 252494

Naturopathy 

Brian Lamb ND, DO
Naturopathy including manipulation, Eeman relaxation technique.
Bereavament counselling (DVD and cassette tape available).
Home visiting in London and the Home Counties.
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Flat 4, 13 Castle Hill Avenue, Folkestone, Kent CT20 2TD
Also at 23 Aberfan Road, Aberfan, Merthyr Tydfil, CF48 4QN Tel: 01443 300711
Email: LambOfKent@gmail.com    Tel: 01303 851067  -  Tel: 07831 295218

Neuroflexology

Tania Waller, MCThA, Founder Member of International Neuroflexology Guild
Connects with nerve Innervations, reducing inflammation, empowering own
healing. Treatment takes 3-4 mins each foot with time for response to
treatment. May help anxious states, panic attacks,  joint and mobility problems.
Appointments in Swanley, Kent   -   www.taniawaller.co.uk   -  Tel: 07760 252494  
Courses for qualified therapists – please  see www.neuroflexology.com

NLP Practitioner (Neuro-Lingiustic Programming)

Geoff Hart. Based in Loose in Maidstone. Life and business coach, n.l.p. practitioner and featured
therapist with The Hypnotherapy Association. Here to help - not judge. Bring that change you are
seeking, and live life to the full. 
Testimonials www.act4life.co.uk  
Email: geoff@act4life.co.uk
Please Tel: 01622 747575  -  Tel: 07950 512453 in total confidence.

Reflexology

Linda Partington IFR, ITEC
Helping mind and body get back into balance with Reflexology, Reiki, Indian Head Massage and 
Therapeutic Back Massage.  All excellent for relieving stress, deep relaxation and restoring 
energy levels.  Email: lindapartington@btinternet.com     Tel: 01622 729566 / 07858 605469

Tania Waller, MCThA, Dip IIR(UK)
A wonderful treatment of the feet/hands allowing time for relaxation and de-stressing. Reflexes in
the feet connect with all other parts of the body and this encourages your mind and body and spirit
to re-balance naturally.  
Precision Reflexology;   VRT (Advanced);    Maternity Reflexology Appointments in Swanley, Kent
www.taniawaller.co.uk   -  Tel: 07760 252494

Linda Baxter, R.G.N., I.T.E.C., I.F.A., M.A.R. 
Reflexology, Therapeutic Massage, Aromatherapy and Indian Head massage. 
All can restore the body to its natural balance and to help stress, aches and pains.  
Whitstable, Kent. Tel: 01227 264445

Kent
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Reiki

Linda Partington IFR, ITEC
Helping mind and body get back into balance with Reflexology, Reiki, Indian Head Massage and 
Therapeutic Back Massage.  All excellent for relieving stress, deep relaxation and restoring energy
levels.  Email: lindapartington@btinternet.com  -  Tel: 01622 729566  /  07858 605469

Tania Waller, MCThA, EMBODY Reg’d & Approved Reiki Master/Teacher & Healer Rest, relax, enjoy
this wonderful ancient form of healing in delightful garden setting. May bring sense of peace and
calmness as your mind body and spirit returns to balance and harmony.  Suitable treatment for all.
Appointments in Swanley, Kent     www.taniawaller.co.uk  -  Tel: 07760 252494

Jean Atley, Reiki Master Practitioner/Teacher, Crystal Master Practitioner/Teacher. A gentle
treatment that heals and balances the body and mind, removing physical and emotional blocks  
that may be causing illness or anxiety. Reiki can be enhanced by working with crystals also. 
Treatments and courses available. 
Email: mail@jeanatley.co.uk  -  www.jeanatley.co.uk  -  Tel: 01322 292892

Jill Clarkson
Independent Reiki Teacher offers treatment and training in Reiki at all levels
Mild to moderate mental health clients accepted (retired RMN) Cert Counselling UKC.
Concessions available. 
Email: jilliandawnclarkson@gmail.com  -  Tel: 0794 6096805.

Charlie Ellis
Kundalini Reiki, Crystal healing
Situated in Sheerness
Email: klrcharlie@hotmail.co.uk  -  Tel: 07443 898505

Paula Johnson Reiki Practitioner
Reiki is an ancient healing technique where I place my hands on or over the seven chakras of the
body, allowing the Universal life force energy to flow into your Meridian system. Receiving Reiki 
enhances health and well-being, physically, emotionally and spiritually. Clients report feeling a state
of bliss and calm and deeper sleep. Appointments are in Rochester, Kent. 
Email: paula@thesamadhisanctuary.com - www.thesamadhisanctuary.com 
Tel: 07957 364962
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Sound Therapy

Naomy Browton BA (Hons) PLD HVT Holistic Voice Therapy for imbalances on all levels of being,
physical, emotional, spiritual. I use my voice, long tones and overtones, to facilitate a deep relaxed
state during a nurturing treatment where you lie down. I can also support you to use your voice to
explore, express and transform. Can be good for emotional, relationship, stress, pain, tension etc and
promote healing. Drum Therapy and Drum Massage can also help stress, insomnia, pain, anxiety and
tension etc. Also Drum Journey to access insight, guidance, inner wisdom. One to One sessions in
Herne Bay and near Canterbury. I also run regular workshops around East Kent 
01227 741802  -  07955 950223  -  www.sacredvoicehealingdrum.co.uk

Thermo-Auricular Therapy (see Hopi Ear Candling)

Yoga

Jean Atley,  BWY, Yth Dip (YBT) ITEC, CThA Yoga Teacher/Therapist, Aromatherapist.
General & specialist classes - Pregnancy, Postnatal, ME, MS, Parkinson’s and other 
conditions. Individual tuition avail. Dartford/Longfield/Gravesend/Meopham. Aromatherapy 
and Pregnancy Massage, Baby Massage Instruction. 
www.jeanatley.co.uk     -   Tel:  01322 292892

Angela Brier-Stephenson PFL Dip, MPFLS, Mindfulness & BWY Yoga Teacher, MCIPD
Small, friendly adult Mindful Yoga classes in Westgate-on-Sea.  In today’s frantic world we need to
ensure we nourish our resources of resilience and compassion.  Mindful Yoga combines Mindfulness
practices with physical posture work (asanas), breathing and relaxation techniques.  Mindful Yoga is
the integration of body, mind and breath.  Classes and 1:1 sessions available.  Beginners or those
with an interest in exploring Mindfulness and Yoga are warmly welcomed.
Tel: 07971 653 976  -  Email: info@anotherjourneybegins.com  www.anotherjourneybegins.com
www.facebook.com/anotherjourneybegins -  Twitter: @AJBAngela 

B-Ji Kundalini Yoga at ARCHIVE, 17 Military Road, Ramsgate, CT11 9LG
Kundalini Yoga will dawn on you the secret of how to be Healthy, Happy and Wholly.
Practising Kundalini Yoga removes blocks in body and mind and connects us to who we are. 
It works fast !!
It increases vitality, strengthens immune, nervous and glandular systems, stimulates creativity, 
increases mental energy and focus.
Enjoy greater stamina and flexibility, experience greater joy.
Kundalini Yoga is for Everyone! No yoga experience needed. Regular 90 minute classes and 60
minute 1:1 sessions (also via Skype) available.
Email: bettina@b-ji-kundalini.com
www.b-ji-kundalini.com -  Tel: 07932 574941
https://www.facebook.com/KundaliniYoga.Ramsgate.Kent.uk/
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countries all may have a look at the
bigger picture for us all in terms of 
climate change and how we treat our
planet.

On the 31/1/18 there is a further full
moon, lunar eclipse, at 11 37 Leo. This
total lunar eclipse will be visible in
many parts of the world such as Asia,
Australia, parts of the USA, Pacific, 
Atlantic, North Eastern Europe and
Russia. Eclipses may signify change
points in our lives and emphasise the
possible motivation for development
and evolution in our own lives too. In
the sign of Leo there may be sudden
changes to our plans and impulsive
self expression in emotions and 
creative projects.

February
The new moon partial solar eclipse
takes place on 15/2/18 at 18 49 
Scorpio visible in Antarctica and 
South America. Scorpio is all about
transformation and rebirth so at the
eclipse this may heighten our ideas 
regarding endings and beginnings and
what they may mean for us personally.

January 
2018 begins with the full moon on
2/1/18 at 11 38 degrees Cancer with
Uranus moving from retrograde to 
direct motion on the same day. So 
innovative creativity and emotions
may be very close to the surface.
Uranus direct is potentially a liberating
energy and one which may lead us to
want to express our own individuality
very strongly. Therefore 2018 begins
with a flourish and may surprise us
with the strength of feeling we have
regarding moving closer towards the
life we may wish to be leading this
year.

The new moon on 17/1/18 at 26 54
Capricorn benefits from it's ruling
planet being Saturn and whose 
practical, earthy and material view of
life may then lead us to consider how
we may structure new projects, people
and experiences in our lives this year.
With Pluto the ruling planet of Scorpio
in the same sign already then we may
be structuring and sowing the seeds of
transformation, rebirth and renewal for
ourselves both now and in the longer
term. Individuals, organisations and
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retrograde, strengthening the need to
grow and be more than we have 
previously, in terms of who we are and
what interests us. This lasts until
10/7/18 when it moves forwards at 13
20 Scorpio. Jupiter will finish it's year
long transit of Scorpio on 9/11/2018
and we may have achieved a greater
understanding of ourselves and what
we may wish to hide from the world.

On the 23 /3/18 Mercury also moves
retrograde for three weeks on 23/3/18
at 16 53 Aries until 15/4/18 at 04 46
Aries. This provides time on which to
reflect or return to places, people and
issues which may draw us back for
more learning, experience and answers
to the longer standing puzzles within
our lives.

March
The full moon on the 2/3/18 at 11 23
Virgo, an earth sign, could provide the
grounding we need to measure and 
research new ideas and projects during
2018. Sometimes our critiques and
judgements may upset or worry those
closest to us but at least it opens the
way for further discussion. Also it may
be a good time to look at new ways to
improve our own health with more 
interesting activities as spring is just
around the corner.

The new moon on 17/3/18 at 26 53
Pisces could contain the energy we
need to explore and inspire creativity
in our lives, and possible spiritual 
development according to our own 
existing or new beliefs.

The full moon on the 31/3/18 at 10 25
Libra could be concerned with 
relationship developments on almost
any level of life, relating to ourselves,
others, home or work, maybe pushing
us to share and socialise with others
more so as the weather improves.

This month Jupiter moves into 

I have been working as an 
astrologer for 23 years with 
customers from around the UK
and the world. I studied with 
Margaret Koolman originally, also
teaching astrology and writing
articles for many periodicals 
including Prediction magazine. 
My contact numbers are 
01303 210754 and 
07714 259214.

Cathy Tredgett
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...in a place of tranquility at our award-winning, beautiful organic
spa retreat, set in the heart of the stunning Kent countryside.

l Enjoy a break in our beautiful Retreat Cottage or Suite and 
relax and rejuvenate in our Chillspace MiniSpa with sauna, 
steam cabinet, massage chair and treatment room.

l Host an event - be it a retreat, course or business workshop - 
in our specially designed, fully-equipped Workspace.

Website: www.witherdenshall.co.uk
Contact: 01227 720 543 or Email: info@witherdenshall.co.uk
Facebook: The Retreat at Witherdens Hall Twitter: @witherdenshall

Get away from it
all and unwind...

“Witherdens Hall has a 
special atmosphere, an 
energy which is hard to 

describe, one conducive to 
relaxation, peace and 

tranquillity and up-lifting”

l RETR EATS      l COURS E S      lWORKSHOPS      l SPAC E  TO  H I R E

Overcome all the obstacles, feelings and beliefs that have held you back.

If you have ever wanted to feel happier, lighter, better, and embody more energy, 
let us help you surpass your expectations and take you on a journey of a lifetime!

Through a combination of Energy Therapies we can help you release:

Limiting Beliefs, Low Self-Esteem, Lack of Self-confidence & Motivation,
Eating Disorders/Addictions, Anxiety/Depression, 

PTSD/Trauma, Fear/Phobias, ADHD/ADD and much more…

If you’re interested in meeting the new you call us on
07771 524 991 or 0845 050 9677
www.azure-therapies.co.uk    
enquiries@azure-therapies.co.uk

Starting a Fresh…
Become the new you, you have 
always wanted to be…


